Impact of pathologic body composition assessed by CT-based anthropometric measurements in adult patients with multiple trauma: a retrospective analysis.
In recent years, there has been mounting evidence on the clinical importance of body composition, particularly obesity and sarcopenia, in various patient populations. However, the relevance of these pathologic conditions remains controversial, especially in the field of traumatology. Computed tomography-based measurements allow clinicians to gain a prompt and thorough assessment of fat and muscle compartments in trauma patients. Our aim was to investigate whether CT-based anthropometric parameters of fat and muscle tissues show correlations with key elements of pre-hospital and clinical care in an adult population with multiple trauma. In this retrospective analysis we searched our institutional records of the German Trauma Registry (TraumaRegister DGU®) from January 2008 to May 2014. Included were 297 adult trauma patients with multiple trauma who underwent a whole-body CT-scan on admission and were treated in an ICU. We measured anthropometric determinants of abdominal core muscle and adipose tissue using the digital imaging software OsiriX™. Multivariate linear and logistic regression analyses were conducted to unveil potential correlations. None of the obesity-linked anthropometric parameters were associated with longer pre-hospital or initial ED treatment times. Obese patients were less frequently intubated at the site of the accident. Patients with increased abdominal fat tissue received on average lower volumes during fluid resuscitation in the pre-hospital phase but were not more often in shock on admission. During ED treatment, fluid resuscitation and transfusion volumes were not affected by abdominal fat tissue, although transfusion rates were higher in the obese. Furthermore, damage control surgeries took place less frequently in patients with increased abdominal fat tissue markers. Obesity parameters did not affect the prevalence of sepsis, although increased abdominal fat was associated with higher white blood cell counts on admission. Finally, there was no statistically significant correlation between sarcopenia or obesity markers and duration of mechanical ventilation, ICU length of stay or neurologic outcome. CT-based assessment of abdominal fat and muscle mass is a simple method in revealing pathologic body composition in trauma patients. Our study suggests that obesity influences pre-hospital and ED treatment and early immune response in multiple trauma. Nevertheless, we could not demonstrate any significant effect of abdominal fat and muscle tissue parameters on the course of treatment, in particular the duration of mechanical ventilation, ICU length of stay and neurologic outcome.